Facilities and Growth Committee
Summary of Meetings on February 26th

1. Superintendent’s Comments
Dr. Shough thanked the committee for its continued work. The task for the committee
was set to address the short-term needs of the district through 2024. She facilitated
introductions and introduced Dr. Ed Sloat who would provide boundary scenarios for
the northern part of the district specifically Liberty, Las Brisas, and Freedom schools.
2. Review of Parameters/Principles Established by the Committee
Dr. Sloat reviewed the parameters established initially by the committee which
included:
1. Realigning boundaries to keep neighborhoods within the same high school
boundaries
2. Keeping families together within the same neighborhood
3. Minimizing length of time on the bus
4. Not moving students in short-term in order to not have to move again in the
next year or two
3. Current Enrollment Information
Dr. Sloat shared information regarding current enrollment where Applied Economics
was the data source:
1. Enrollment included open enrollment students.
a. Based on this current enrollment and projected growth, Las Brisas and
Liberty would be over capacity by 2023/24.
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2. The committee reviewed scenarios to support Liberty Elementary in the near
future. The committee reviewed the Geospatial map representation of current
enrollment by residence,
a. Each star represented residence with one or more students.
i. Approximately 300 students live outside of the district
boundaries.
b. Active growth regions were highlighted based on current forecast
information. A question was asked if the information regarding
enrollment projections were current because they appeared to be
different than what had been presented last year. Dr. Sloat stated
Applied Economics had updated the data January 2019 stating some
build outs were slower than expected showing 400 less students than
projected 1 ½ years ago. Additionally, the district is using facility capacity
data based on actual classrooms available and target class size as the
rule for capacity within available classrooms.
c. Dr Sloat further highlighted the active growth sections which could
potentially generate 935 new students by 2023-24
d. Information was reviewed related to Resident/Non-Resident Enrollment
inclusive of Open Enrollment students
i. It was reported that 27% of district enrollment attends schools
not in their primary attendance area.
ii. Of Las Brisas current enrollment 56% (307), are not non-resident.
1. 22% (121) are from out of district
2. 10% (55) are from Freedom attendance area
3. 21% (115) are from Liberty attendance area
4. 3% (16) are from remaining district school areas

e. Non-Growth areas and re-identification of campus boundaries were
shared.
i. Expanded schools boundaries around Freedom and Las Brisas
were identified taking into account non- and low-growth areas
reducing transportation zones to Liberty. The consideration of
expanded areas directly adjacent to the schools supports the
guiding principle of reducing time on the bus and supporting
community schools.
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f. Thirteen scenarios were presented which started with no change
allowing for growth to occur naturally resulting in Liberty exceeding its
capacity by 2023/24 and fewer seats available in Las Brisas for open
enrollment. Other scenarios were depicted which included moving subsections or entire grids to adjust scenarios.
g. After consideration of the scenarios presented, the committee agreed to
consider variations of scenario #7 stating this would create the least
impact on families required to move schools if students were already
enrolled. Scenario #9 was also viable due to all campuses remaining
under capacity limits and student enrollment more equally distributed
for capacity in 2024. The committee requested additional variations of
Scenario 7 which include adjustments to Sections 11, 12, and 13 to
consider viability of keeping parts or whole sections in Liberty versus
shifting those areas to Freedom. Additionally, the committee requested
variations of Scenario 7 on Sections 24, 25, and 26 parts or whole
sections to attend Las Brisas versus Liberty. Dr. Sloat will bring back these
adjusted scenarios to the next meeting.
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4. A meeting was scheduled for Tuesday, March 5th. The committee agreed to keep the
membership of the group as is before expanding the group to include the broader
community. A Parent Advisory Meeting - District Boundary Scenarios & Student Growth
is scheduled for Tuesday, March 19th, at 6:00 PM.
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